Within the human motor repertoire, speech production has a uniquely high level of spatiotemporal complexity. The production of running speech comprises the traversing of spatial positions with precisely coordinated articulator movements to produce 10 -15 sounds/s. How does the brain use auditory feedback, namely the self-perception of produced speech sounds, in the online control of spatial and temporal parameters of multisyllabic articulation? This question has important bearings on the organizational principles of sequential actions, yet its answer remains controversial due to the long latency of the auditory feedback pathway and technical challenges involved in manipulating auditory feedback in precisely controlled ways during running speech. In this study, we developed a novel technique for introducing time-varying, focal perturbations in the auditory feedback during multisyllabic, connected speech. Manipulations of spatial and temporal parameters of the formant trajectory were tested separately on two groups of subjects as they uttered "I owe you a yo-yo." Under these perturbations, significant and specific changes were observed in both the spatial and temporal parameters of the produced formant trajectories. Compensations to spatial perturbations were bidirectional and opposed the perturbations. Furthermore, under perturbations that manipulated the timing of auditory feedback trajectory (slow-down or speed-up), significant adjustments in syllable timing were observed in the subjects' productions. These results highlight the systematic roles of auditory feedback in the online control of a highly over-learned action as connected speech articulation and provide a first look at the properties of this type of sensorimotor interaction in sequential movements.
Introduction
During the production of running speech, the brain is faced with the complex task of rapidly and accurately sequencing movements of multiple articulators (e.g., tongue and lips). The complexity of speech articulation can be described in two domains:
(1) the spatial domain, which concerns the millimeter precision of articulatory positions (or the corresponding acoustic correlates such as resonance peaks in the speech sound spectrum), and (2) the temporal domain, including the precise timing between successive articulatory movements. Articulation occurs at a dauntingly high rate, with the durations of single phonemes (vowels or consonants) in the vicinity of 70 -110 ms in running speech (Crystal and House, 1988) . Rich afferent information through sensory channels is available to the brain during speech production. In particular, auditory feedback-the speaker's au-ditory perception of his or her own speech-has been shown to play important roles in speech motor control (Burnett et al., 1998; Houde and Jordan, 1998; Purcell and Munhall, 2006) . However, given the high rate at which speech movements are sequenced and the relatively long latency of the auditory feedback control loop [120 ms or greater during quasistatic speech sounds (Burnett et al., 1998; Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) ], it remains unclear whether ongoing speech movements, especially their timing, can be affected by auditory feedback (cf., Lane and Tranel, 1971; Borden, 1979; Howell and Sackin, 2002) .
It is technically challenging to manipulate auditory feedback during running speech in precisely controlled ways. The effects on ongoing speech by less technically challenging alterations of auditory feedback, such as masking noise and delayed auditory feedback, have been studied carefully (Fairbanks, 1955; Van Summers et al., 1988) , but these gross, nonspecific alterations are of limited value in understanding speech under ordinary circumstances. Limb reaching, an intensively studied form of biological movement, uses visual feedback to guide spatial trajectories online (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Saunders and Knill, 2003) . However, this feedback-based regulation may not extrapolate to speech because of the unique spatiotemporal complexity and constraints in speech production. An approach to dealing with such issues is to use more focal and subtle perturbations of auditory feedback and observe their effects on multisyllabic articulation.
In the current study, we imposed phoneme-specific perturbations of the trajectory of the second formant frequency (F2) in subjects' auditory feedback when they produced a multisyllabic utterance. F2 is one of the most perceptually important resonance peaks in vowel-like speech sounds. It is determined primarily by, and thus reflects, the positions of the tongue and the lips during articulation. The perturbation technique we used was novel in two main respects: it focused on time-varying transitions in multisyllabic speech and it manipulated the timing of events (sped up or slowed down) in auditory feedback. We demonstrate small but significant spatial compensation (Experiment 1) and temporal adjustments (Experiment 2) in parameters of the subjects' articulations, which highlight the use of auditory feedback by the brain in fine-tuning the spatiotemporal parameters of connected speech articulation on a moment-by-moment basis.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. A total of 41 volunteers, naive to the purpose of this study, participated in the two experiments of this study. These subjects were adult native speakers of American English with no self-reported history of speech, language, or neurological disorders. Pure-tone audiometry confirmed that all participants had auditory thresholds within the normal range at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz in both ears. Thirty (26 male, 4 female; age range: 19.2-42.6 years, median age: 22.8 years) participated in Experiment 1, which involved perturbations of spatial parameters of auditory feedback (see Auditory feedback setup and speech task, below). Twenty-two subjects (20 male, 2 female; age range: 19.2-47.1 years, median age: 23.3 years) participated in Experiment 2, which involved perturbations of the temporal parameters of auditory feedback. Eleven of the 41 subjects participated in both Experiments 1 and 2. The recruitment of more male than female subjects in this study was mainly due to the need to have relatively clean and reliable formant tracking to ensure the quality of the feedback perturbation. The only study related to gender difference in the feedback control of speech production that we are aware of is Chen et al. (2011) , which showed slightly greater magnitude (ϳ15%) and longer latency (ϳ13%) of response to perturbation of the auditory feedback of vocal pitch in males than in females. However, to our knowledge, there exists no evidence for qualitative differences in auditory feedback-based articulatory control. Therefore, although caution should be taken when generalizing the quantitative details in the findings of this study to the general population, the qualitative conclusions of this study should be broadly relevant.
The Institutional Review Board of MIT approved the experimental protocols.
Auditory feedback setup and speech task. A schematic diagram of the auditory perturbation setup in both Experiments 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 1 A. E-A-R insertion earphones (Aearo Technologies) provided the subjects with unperturbed and experimentally perturbed auditory feedback. The level of the auditory feedback provided through the insertion earphones was amplified (ϩ14 dB relative to the level at a microphone fixed 10 cm from the subject's mouth), which, together with the exclusion effect of the ear tips, served to mask the unprocessed auditory feedback. In Experiment 1, spatial perturbations (Down and Up, see Auditory feedback setup and speech task, below) were used; in Experiment 2, temporal perturbations [Accelerating (Accel) and Decelerating (Decel); see Perturbations to the auditory feedback of formant trajectory, below) were used.
In the main part of the experiment, the subject read aloud the multisyllabic utterance "I owe you a yo-yo" 160 times. This stimulus utterance was chosen due to its composition entirely of vowels and semivowels, which led to relatively sustained voicing. This facilitated the real-time algorithmic extraction of formant frequency values and the introduction of perturbations to the spatiotemporal parameters of the formant trajectories. In addition, the F2 trajectory of this utterance contains a number of well defined local minima and maxima ( Fig. 1 B) . These local extrema are used as landmarks in defining the spatial and temporal measures of the underlying articulation. For simplicity of notation, we use the symbols provided in Table 1 to represent the extrema in the F2 trajectory during this utterance. Before the main data-gathering phase, the subjects were trained to produce the utterance within a medium range of vocal intensity (74 -84 dB SPL, A-weighted) and a medium range of speaking rate (1.2-1.4 s sentence duration). In the main part of the experiment, visual feedback regarding the success or failure of achieving these ranges was provided on the computer monitor after each utterance to ensure relatively consistent vocal intensity and speaking rate throughout the experiment and across subjects. On average, the subjects were able to speak within these ranges of intensity and speaking rate in 90.9% of the trials in Experiment 1 and in 94.8% of the trials in Experiment 2. No trials were excluded from subsequent analysis solely on the basis of intensity and/or speaking rate errors. Trials with audible speech errors and/or disfluencies (0.76% of all trials in Experiment 1 and 0.48% in Experiment 2) were discarded. Trials were arranged into blocks in both Experiment 1 and 2. A block consisted of eight trials, of which six contained no perturbation to auditory feedback (noPert) and the other two contained two opposite types of perturbations. Experiment 1 used spatial perturbations, namely the Down and Up perturbations. Experiment 2 used temporal perturbations, i.e., the Accel and Decel perturbations (see Perturbations to the auditory feedback of formant trajectory, below). The order of the trials in each block was pseudorandomized with the constraint that no two adjacent trials both contain perturbations. To reduce the monotony of the task, a filler sentence [drawn from the Harvard IEEE sentence corpus (Rothauser et al., 1969) ], different from the main stimulus utterance, was read aloud by the subject between successive blocks.
Perturbations to the auditory feedback of formant trajectory. The methods for real-time formant tracking and shifting were adapted from a Matlab Mex-based digital signal processing software package that has been described previously (Cai et al., 2010) . The latency of the artificial auditory feedback loop was an imperceptible 11 ms. In the current study, the time-varying perturbation to auditory feedback was focused on the section of the stimulus utterance during the second syllable, "owe" ([ou]), and the transition from the end of this syllable to the beginning of the next one, "you" ([ju]), which we refer to as the focus interval ( Fig. 1 B,  bracket) . The second formant (F2) trajectory of the stimulus utterance contains a number of well defined local maxima and minima, which formed the basis for the online tracking of sentence progress and the online detection of the focus interval.
Two categories of perturbations, namely spatial and temporal perturbations of auditory feedback, were used in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. Experiment 1 involved the spatial perturbations Down and Up, which altered the magnitude of F2 at [u] 1 , viz., the F2 minimum during the syllable "owe," without changing the timing of this minimum. The Down perturbation decreased the magnitude of F2 at [u] 1 , leading to an exaggeration of the downward sweep of F2 during the syllable "owe" (Fig. 1 D) . The Up perturbation had the opposite effect (Fig. 1E ). The perturbations were implemented so as to preserve the continuity and smoothness of the formant tracks and ensure naturalness of the altered auditory feedback. In terms of the correspondence to articulatory movements, the Down perturbation created a percept in which the extents of the backward movement of the tongue and/or rounding of the lips during the diphthong [ou] were exaggerated. Conversely, the Up perturbation diminished the auditory percept of the extent of these movements.
The Down and Up perturbations were implemented as a mapping from the original F2 value to the perturbed one during the focus interval. Specifically, the mapping was:
, in which F 2 is the original F2, F 2 Јis the perturbed F2 in the auditory feedback, k is the coefficient of perturbation (set to 0.25 for both Down and Up perturbations for all subjects in Experiment 1), and F 2 max is the subject-specific perturbation limit, extracted automatically from the practice trials before the main part of the experiment ( Fig. 2A) .
The Accel and Decel perturbations, used in Experiment 2, differed from the spatial perturbations in that they altered the perceived timing of the F2 minimum at [u] 1 while approximately preserving the magnitude. An Accel perturbation in the feedback signal led to an advancing of the F2 minimum at [u] 1 in time by an average of 45.4 ms ( Fig. 1 F) , whereas a Decel perturbation led to a delaying of the F2 minimum at [u] 1 in time by an average of 24.6 ms ( Fig. 1G) . Thus, the Accel perturbation led to a perception that the minimum at [u] 1 would occur earlier than expected and the Decel perturbation led to a perception that it would occur later than expected. The technical details on these online time-varying spatial and temporal perturbations are described below.
The Accel and Decel perturbations were achieved through timewarping in the focus interval, governed by the following equation,
wherein t 0 is earliest time at which F 2 (t) Ͻ F 2 max is satisfied (i.e., onset of the perturbation), T est is the duration of the focus interval estimated and updated online based on the preceding trials, W(⅐) is a fourth-order polynomial time-warping function ( Fig. 2 B) , and D is the subjectspecific average duration of the focus interval computed from previous trials, which was updated adaptively during the course of the experiment. Table 1 . Ad hoc phonetic symbols used in the current paper to denote the F2 extrema in the utterance "I owe you a yo-yo" and the baseline values of the F2 at these extrema and their timing with respect to the first maximum (͓i͔) Perturbations to the trajectory of the first formant (F1) were done in a similar manner. The time-warping function W(⅐) took different forms for the Decel and Accel perturbations. The green curve in Figure 2 B shows the time-delaying warping used in the Decel perturbation; the orange curve in the same panel shows the time-advancing function used for the Accel perturbation. The time-warping in the Accel perturbation was noncausal and hence required predictions of future F1 and F2 values. This prediction was achieved by using the average F1 and F2 trajectories from the focus intervals in the previous trials. Due to the naturally occurring trial-to-trial variation in the magnitude of the F2 minimum, a certain amount of mismatch in the value of the F2 minimum between the auditory feedback and the production were inevitable in the Accel perturbation. However, these mismatches were relatively small. The matching error for the F2 minimum was Ϫ2.65 Ϯ 3.06 Hz for the 22 subjects, which was not significantly different from zero (t 21 ϭ Ϫ0.873, p ϭ 0.39). Data analysis. The experimenter, blinded from the perturbation status of the trials, screened all trials and excluded those containing gross formant-tracking errors from further analysis. Trials excluded due to gross formant-tracking errors amounted to 4.9% of all trials in Experiment 1 and 2.4% in Experiment 2. The formant tracks were then smoothed with a 17.3 ms Hamming window. An automated procedure was used to extract F2 values at the local extrema (peaks and valleys) of the F2 trajectory and at time midpoints between adjacent pairs of extrema. To obtain measures of articulatory timing, the time intervals between the F2 extrema were extracted automatically.
Statistical analysis involved repeated-measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) with subjects treated as a random factor. For each subject, each spatiotemporal measure of the F2 trajectory was averaged across all trials of the same perturbation type. The within-subject factor, namely perturbation type, took the values of noPert, Down, and Up in Experiment 1 and noPert, Accel, and Decel in Experiment 2. Correction for violation of the sphericity assumption of RM-ANOVA was performed with the Huynh-Feldt procedure. Post hoc comparisons with control for family-wise errors were conducted using Tukey's honestly significant differences (HSD) test.
Results

Experiment 1: Responses to spatial perturbation
In Experiment 1, 25 subjects produced the multisyllabic utterance "I owe you a yo-yo" under three different auditory perturbation conditions: (1) the baseline (noPert) condition, which involved no perturbation of auditory feedback; (2) the Down perturbation, which exaggerated the downward sweep of F2 during the word "owe"; and (3) the Up perturbation, which diminished the same downward sweep of F2 (for details, see Materials and Methods, above). The detailed timing and magnitudes of the local extrema of F2 under the noPert baseline can be found in Table 1 . In Figure 3A , the dashed curves show the average F2 trajectories in the perturbed auditory feedback conditions; the solid curves show the average F2 trajectories produced by the subjects under the three feedback conditions. It can be seen that these three solid curves mostly overlap from the onset to the middle of the focus interval, which is not surprising given the latency (ϳ120 -200 ms) involved in online feedback-based articulatory adjustments (Donath et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2004; Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) . However, shortly after the F2 turning point in the syllable "owe," ϳ160 ms after the onset of the perturbation, the three curves begin to show a systematic pattern of divergence. Compared with the noPert (baseline) production, the average F2 trajectory produced under the Down perturbation showed increased values of F2 and the average F2 trajectory under the Up perturbation showed decreased F2 within the same time frame. The compensatory changes in the produced values of F2 can be seen more clearly in the solid curves in Figure 3B , which show the average change of F2 from the noPert baseline under the two types of perturbations. These compensatory changes in the magnitude of F2 were in the directions opposite to the directions of the auditory perturbation and lasted into the syllable [ju] ("you") after the end of the perturbation.
The compensatory responses reached statistical significance when the data were averaged along the unnormalized time axis and responses under the Down perturbation were compared with the noPert baseline ( Fig. 3B , blue horizontal bar) or when the Down and Up responses were compared with each other (Fig. 3B , magenta horizontal bar). False discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was used to correct for multiple comparisons. Due to slightly smaller average compensatory magnitude and greater intersubject dispersion, the compensatory response under the Up perturbation did not reach statistical significance under the corrected statistical threshold. Figure 3B visualizes the F2 compensations in unnormalized (real) time. The unnormalized time axis is suitable for a first-pass examination of the data and for estimating the latency of compensation, but it suffers from two shortcomings: (1) it does not correct for the misalignment in time of the F2 extrema across trials and subjects, which may lead to unwanted smoothing of the pattern of compensation; and (2) it intermingles the F2 changes due to timing and magnitude (spatial) adjustments. To isolate spatial adjustments from timing adjustments, the time axis was normalized in a piecewise linear fashion (Fig. 3C) Table 1) ; the F2 trajectories between adjacent landmarks were computed through linear interpolation of time. Two hundred fifty uniformly spaced interpolation points were used between each pair of adjacent landmarks. This piecewise normalization isolates compensatory corrections in the magnitude of F2 from the adjustment of the timing of the F2 extremum landmarks.
The difference between the Down and Up conditions was statistically significant within a time interval between [u] 1 and [u] 2 (FDR ϭ 0.05; Fig. 3C, magenta horizontal bar) . Additionally, the comparisons of the individual perturbation conditions (Down and Up) with the noPert baseline reach corrected levels of significance (Fig. 3C, blue and red horizontal bar, respectively) . Including the gradual buildup to the significant differences and the subsequent decay, the magnitude compensation spanned a longer time interval, from [u] 1 to [j] 2 . The largest F2 magnitude adjustments are seen near the temporal midpoints between [u] 1 and [j] 1 and between [j] 1 and [u] 2 . Interestingly, the compensation magnitude shows a dip near the [j] 1 , an F2 maximum (Fig.  3Cs, arrow F) . The reason for this decreased F2 compensation magnitude around the semivowel is unclear, but may be related to a nonlinear saturation relation between articulatory position and formant frequency for this phoneme (Stevens, 1989) .
When the F2 changes were analyzed at individual landmark points, significant compensatory changes were again observed. These landmarks included the F2 minimum at [u] 1 , the temporal midpoint between [u] 1 and [j] 1, the F2 maximum at [j] 1 , and the temporal midpoint between [j] 1 and [u] 2 (Fig. 3D-G) . At each of these landmarks, RM-ANOVA indicated a significant main effect by perturbation condition (noPert, Down, and Up; F (2,58) ϭ 4. 09, 11.4, 12.7, and 16.3 ; p Ͻ 0.025, 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 for the four above-mentioned landmarks, respectively). Pairwise Tukey's HSD comparisons between the Down and Up conditions reached significance for all three landmarks as well ( p Ͻ 0.05 corrected for all landmarks). The ratio between the peak magnitudes of the compensatory response (Fig. 3C , thick solid curves) and the peak magnitudes of the auditory perturbation (Fig. 3C , dashed curves) was 18.9% for the Down perturbation and 9.7% for the Up perturbation. The magnitudes of the compensatory F2 adjustments are slightly larger under the Down perturbation than under the Up perturbation. This asymmetric pattern of compensation may be due to a greater need to avoid a predicted undershooting of the F2 target at the semivowel [j] 1 than to prevent a predicted overshooting, since the semivowel [j] 1 is associated with a local maximum of F2 that is reached from below. Despite the significance of these compensatory responses on the group level, there was considerable variability across trials and subjects. For example, for the landmark [j] 1 , 20 of the 30 subjects showed trends consistent with the group average under the Down perturbations and 22 of the 30 showed trends consistent with the group average under the Up perturbation. This relatively high level of variability is consistent with previous findings based on real-time manipulation of formant feedback (Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) .
In addition to these changes in the magnitude of F2, which reflected feedback-based control of the spatial parameters of articulation, we also observed significant changes in the timing measures of the F2 trajectory under the auditory perturbations. The [i]-[u] 1 interval, namely the interval between the F2 maximum at [i] and the F2 minimum at [u] 1 , was affected significantly by the perturbation condition (F (2,58) ϭ 6.6, p Ͻ 0.005) and was significantly different between the Down and Up conditions ( p Ͻ 0.05 corrected, post hoc Tukey's HSD). On average, this interval shortened under the Down perturbations and lengthened under the Up perturbation (Fig. 3H ). If the F2 minimum at [u] 1 is defined as the end time of the syllable "owe," this observation indicates that the Down and Up perturbations led to an earlier-and later-than-baseline termination of this syllable, respectively. In other words, these perturbations altered the articulatory timing within this syllable. In comparison, the [i]-[j] 1 interval, namely the interval between [i] and [j] 1 , exhibited a similar but nonsignificant trend of change (F (2,58) ϭ 1.33, p Ͼ 0.25; Fig. 3I ). Therefore, if the F2 maximum at [j] 1 is regarded as the onset of the syllable [ju], it can be seen that the Down and Up perturbations did not significantly alter the onset timing of the following syllable (i.e., between-syllable timing).
After the experiment, subjects were questioned about whether they were aware of any distortions of the auditory feedback during the experiment. Apart from the higher-than-normal loudness and the differences between hearing one's own voices through natural auditory feedback and through playback or recordings, none of the subjects reported being aware of any deviations of the auditory feedback from the natural pattern.
Experiment 2: Articulatory timing adjustments under the temporal perturbations
Experiment 1 provided evidence for the involvement of auditory feedback in the online feedback-based guidance of the spatial aspect of multisyllabic articulation. As for the role of auditory feedback in controlling syllable timing, such a role was observed only in the control of within-syllable timing (Fig. 3H ) , and not in the control of between-onset timing (Fig. 3I ). There are two alternative explanations for this pattern: (1) the syllable onset times may be completely preprogrammed, so that changes in auditory or other sensory feedback cannot affect the syllable-onset times; and (2) auditory feedback is used by the speech motor system in the online control of syllable timing, but the Down and Up perturbations used in Experiment 1 are not suitable types of perturbation to demonstrate such a role of auditory feedback.
To distinguish between these two possibilities, we used two novel types of perturbations of F2 trajectories, namely Accel and Decel temporal perturbations. Unlike the spatial perturbations used in Experiment 1, these temporal perturbations alter the timing of the F2 minimum associated with [u] 1 . We hypothesized that with these new perturbations, significant changes in the subjects' articulatory timing would be observed, which would support a role of auditory feedback in the online control of both within-syllable and between-syllable timing.
The baseline values of the time intervals can be found in Table  1 . Unlike in Experiment 1, no significant change in the magnitude of F2 was observed in response to the Accel and Decel perturbations (data not shown). However, in the temporal domain, the subjects' articulation showed an asymmetric pattern of temporal changes under the Accel and Decel perturbations. Significant articulatory timing changes were observed only under the Decel perturbation, which resulted in increases in both measured intervals. This can be seen from the slightly delayed F2 minimum at [u] 1 and F2 maximum at [j] 1 in the average Decel curve compared with those in the average noPert curve (Fig. 4 A) . As Figure  4 , B and C, shows, the changes in the [i]-[u] 1 and [i]-[j] 1 inter-vals were quite small under the Accel perturbation, but were much greater and statistically significant under the Decel perturbation. The main effect of perturbation condition was significant for both intervals ([i]-[u] 1 : F (2,42) ϭ 9.08, p Ͻ 0.001; [i]-[j] 1 : F (2,42) ϭ 13.7, p Ͻ 0.0001); the changes of both intervals under the Decel perturbation from the noPert baseline were statistically significant ( Fig. 4 B, C) . On the individual-subject level, 16 of the 22 subjects showed timing-correction trends consistent with the group average. These temporal adjustments were qualitatively different from the spatial compensation observed in Experiment 1. The timing adjustments in this experiment were in the same direction as the temporal perturbations in the auditory feedback, whereas the spatial corrections in Experiment 1 opposed the feedback perturbation. Across the 22 subjects in Experiment 2, the ratio between the change in the [i]-[u] 1 interval in the subjects' production under the Decel perturbation and the perturbation of that interval in the auditory feedback was 12.6 Ϯ 4.8% (mean Ϯ 1 SEM). The change in the [i]-[j] 1produced interval amounted to 26.1 Ϯ 6.6% of the perturbation of the [i]-[u] 1 interval in the auditory feedback. These ratios of temporal adjustments were somewhat greater than the ratios of compensation under spatial perturbation observed in Experiment 1 and in previous studies that concentrated on quasistatic articulatory gestures (Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) .
In addition to the effects on the [i]-[u] 1 and [i]-[j] 1 intervals, which were relatively close in time to the perturbation, the Decel perturbation also caused timing alterations in later parts of the utterance. As Figure 5 shows, the timing of the six major F2 landmarks (the minima of [u] 1 , [u] 2 , and [u] 3 ; and the maxima of [j] 1 , [j] 2 , and [j] 3 ) all showed significant lengthening under the Decel perturbation. These results indicate that, although the manipulation of auditory feedback was applied locally on an early part of the sentence, the Decel had global effects on syllable timing within this utterance. This timing change beyond the perturbed section of the utterance was a consequence of the delaying in the earlier syllables and a lack of subsequent efforts of the speech motor system to catch up (for implications, see Discussion, below). By contrast, the Accel perturbation caused no significant change in any of the three time intervals. After the completion of the session, subjects were asked whether they were aware of any distortion of the auditory feedback. Six of the 22 subjects (27%, higher compared with the 0% ratio in Experiment 1) reported becoming aware of the temporal distortions during the experiment. The words they used to describe their subjective perceptions of the perturbations included "echo," "out of sync," and "garbled." However, there was no evidence that these six subjects' The format is the same as Figure 3A . The solid curves show production; the dashed curves show auditory feedback. The magnitude of the F2 at the [u] 1 minimum under the Decel perturbation (dashed green curve) is apparently altered from the value in the production because the timing of the [u] 1 minimum varies across different trials and different subjects. In individual trials, the F2 magnitudes at this minimum were always preserved by the Decel perturbation (see B) showed timing adjustment responses that were different from the other subjects.
Discussion
We performed two experiments using perturbations to speakers' auditory feedback of formant trajectories during the articulation of a multisyllabic utterance. From perturbing and measuring the trajectory of F2 produced by subjects under two types of perturbations, we observed significant and specific acoustic adjustments (which reflect articulatory adjustments) in response to these perturbations. To our knowledge, this is the first study to provide evidence indicating that the speech motor system uses auditory feedback to fine-tune spatiotemporal parameters of multisyllabic articulation in an online, moment-by-moment basis during multisyllabic articulation and to characterize the spatiotemporal details of this online feedback-based control.
The effects of noise masking (Van Summers et al., 1988) and delayed auditory feedback (DAF) (Zimmermann et al., 1988) on temporal parameters of connected speech have long been known. Both manipulations lead to slowing down of speaking rate; DAF can lead to breakdowns of speech fluency. However, arguments against interpreting those data as supporting a role of auditory feedback in multisyllabic articulation have been based mainly on the unnaturalness of the noise-masking and DAF conditions, which can generate results that may not reflect the control strategy used under normal (unperturbed) speaking conditions (Lane and Tranel, 1971; Borden, 1979) . The perturbations used in the current study were more natural and subliminal compared with the readily perceived traditional manipulations of auditory feedback. Most subjects in the current study reported being unaware of the perturbations. Therefore, the patterns of compensation observed under the perturbations of this study can be more readily interpreted as reflecting mechanisms used in unperturbed speech production.
Experiment 1: Responses to spatial perturbations
The compensatory adjustments in the magnitude of F2 observed in Experiment 1 are qualitatively similar to the previously observed online compensation during the monophthong [] (Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) , timing-varying vowels (Cai et al., 2010) , and pitch production (Burnett et al., 1998; Donath et al., 2002) . However, since the compensatory responses in the current study were observed during multisyllabic articulation, they indicate that the role of auditory feedback in online articulatory control extends beyond quasistatic or single time-varying gestures, and to the control of articulatory trajectories that connect phonemes in a sequence beyond phonemic and syllabic boundaries.
The observed patterns of change are consistent with a Smithpredictor control system that uses internal forward models (Miall and Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert et al., 1998; Kawato, 1999) and detects mismatches between expected and actual sensory feedback to generate ongoing commands to the vocal tract. These forward models integrate sensory feedback with motor efference copies to predict the consequences of the motor programs that are about to be issued (Hickok et al., 2011) . These predictions are compared with the auditory targets for the phonemes to be produced (Guenther et al., 1998) . If a mismatch arises between the predicted feedback and the auditory target, the control system will modify the motor programs issuing them to the articulators, so as to preemptively minimize the errors. Tourville et al. (2008) observed that the bilateral posterior superior temporal cortex, right motor and premotor cortices, and inferior cerebellum are involved in the online auditory feedback-based control of a static articulatory gesture. We postulate that the online control of mul-tisyllabic articulation involves a similar neural substrate, possibly with the additional role played by cerebellum in internal modeling and state estimation (Miall et al., 2007) , which are necessary for forming sensory expectations during sequential movements.
The magnitude of the compensatory adjustment in the produced F2 was ϳ11% of the magnitude of the perturbation in the auditory feedback. This ratio of compensation appears to be larger than the ratio of compensation observed in the prior studies of the monophthong [], which was shown to be ϳ3-6% at 250 ms after perturbation onset (Purcell and Munhall, 2006; Tourville et al., 2008) . This result may reflect a greater role of auditory feedback during phoneme-to-phoneme transitions than during within-phoneme gesture stabilization, and appear to be consistent with the finding of greater compensations to perturbations of pitch feedback in time-varying pitch sequences than in quasistatic (repeating) ones (Xu et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2007) . Therefore, there seems to be converging evidence for a greater role of auditory feedback-based control during the production of sequential, time-varying gestures than during quasistatic articulatory or phonatory gestures, perhaps due to the fact that time-varying gestures are more natural aspects of normal speech than the quasistatic gestures.
Experiment 2: Response to temporal perturbations
The temporal adjustments observed under the Accel and Decel perturbations of Experiment 2 altered the timing of the local F2 minimum that corresponds to [u] 1 in the word "owe" in the auditory feedback. One type of perturbation, Decel, led to not only a significant lengthening of the syllable [ou] ("owe") in the subjects' production, but also delayed initiation of the following syllable [ju] ("you"). These temporal corrections accounted for considerable fractions (ϳ14 -27%) of the timing perturbations in the auditory feedback. In addition, the timing of the syllables subsequent to the cessation of the Decel perturbation was also altered. These findings argue against the notion that the syllable timing in an utterance is immutable and inherent to the preplanned speech motor program (cf. Fowler, 1980) , which is implicitly embodied by the task dynamic model of speech production (Saltzman and Munhall, 1989; Saltzman et al., 2006) . Contradictory to this concept of a timing score that determines the timing of syllables, our findings provide evidence supporting the notion that articulatory timing can be adjusted dynamically as the sensorimotor process of articulation unfolds. In particular, the speech motor system processes the auditory feedback from earlier segments of an utterance in a way that allows for adjustment of articulatory timing in ensuing parts of the utterance. Future studies are required to test the generality of the current findings to other phoneme sequences, especially to feedback-based timing adjustments during consonants other than semivowels. In addition, examining the effects of speaking rate on timing control may elucidate whether the timing adjustments are constrained by phonemic or syllabic boundaries or by neural latencies of the response. The neural substrates of the feedback-based timing adjustments may include the basal ganglia and cerebellum, which both have been shown to play roles in speech motor timing (Wildgruber et al., 2001; Ackermann, 2008) .
The response to these temporal perturbations showed an asymmetric pattern: the Decel perturbation led to significant delays in the termination of the perturbed syllable and the initiation of the following syllables; in comparison, the Accel perturbation caused much smaller timing adjustments. This asymmetric pattern is consistent with the observation by Perkell et al. (2007) : whereas sudden loss of auditory feedback (by switching off the cochlear implants of implant recipients) during production of a vowel led to significant lengthening of the duration of the vowel, sudden restoration of auditory feedback (by switching on the implants) caused no significant changes in vowel duration. The sudden loss of auditory feedback in Perkell et al. (2007) is somewhat analogous to the Decel perturbation in the current study in that they both involve a temporarily belated arrival of expected auditory feedback pattern. A recent study (Mochida et al., 2010) also observed asymmetric compensation to temporal manipulations of auditory feedback, but they observed significantly earlier-thanbaseline initiation of syllables in response to auditory feedback advanced in time and no significant change in production timing when auditory feedback was delayed. Mochida and colleagues (2010) used a nonsense stimulus utterance consisting of a single repeated syllable spoken under external rhythmic pacing, whereas the current study used a semantically valid multisyllabic utterance with variegated syllables produced with natural speech timing. These methodological differences may underlie the different patterns in timing adjustment patterns found in the two studies.
The current findings demonstrate that the normal process of speech motor control makes use of auditory feedback to adjust articulatory processes, with the aim of minimizing the amount of error in reaching spatial auditory goal regions (Guenther et al., 1998; Guenther, 2006) for successive syllables. Previous studies based on mechanical perturbation of the lips and jaw during speech demonstrated short-latency, task-specific compensations to mechanical perturbations of the articulators (Gracco and Abbs, 1989; Munhall et al., 1994) . When viewed in light of those previous results, the results of the current study indicate that the speech motor system makes use of both somatosensory and auditory feedback to control articulatory movements online.
In the current study, we discovered that the speech motor system monitors the spatiotemporal details of auditory feedback, extracts relevant information from them during rapid sequencing of phonemes and syllables, and then uses such information to fine-tune both the spatial and temporal parameters of the ensuing speech movements with a short latency (ϳ150 ms). These findings raise the question of whether sensory feedback control may be operating during the production of other types of highly skilled rapid sequential movement, such as writing, typing, and performing music (Pfordresher and Palmer, 2002) . As in the case of speech production, devising novel paradigms to investigate this issue offers interesting theoretical and experimental challenges.
